Hungry Point - North Nordic
1. Flora by Heidi Lee
“I was inspired by my Grama who used to
listen to her intuition and come here to wait
for her husband and sons to come home from
fishing. After having her lunch they would
usually show up. This was before radios!”
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Outlook Park
2. A Sorta Fairytale by Molly and Libby Taiber
Honoring the human world woven into nature. Appreciation
for the embrace we receive from nature that is consistently
there for us if we ask.
3. Bird Rock and Net Rock by Chris Weiss
Bird Rock– decorated with corn husks and hand-made corn
husk cordage and feathers. Net Rock – lichen collar, with hand
-made canary reed grass cordage looped into a net skirt Rocks
were gathered from the park beach and now have been returned.
4. Color Wheelin' by Ashley, Shane, Rosie and Finny Lohr
Glass, leaves, shells and kelp were collected at Whale Observatory to create a radial design in the sand. Inspiration:
"Rivers and Tides" film by Andy Goldsworthy.
5. Landscape by Mother Nature
Remember to enjoy the art nature gifts us with everyday!
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Hungry Point Trail and Ballfields
6. Dewcatchers by Sunny Rice
In celebration of the “muskeg magic” that occurs when the
morning moisture reveals the skills of spiders.
7. Emergence by Christina Sargent
Highlighting the lifecycle of dragonflies. Check out the bushes
for the adult form and the muskeg holes to spot the waterdwelling nymph.
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8. KinderSkog Creations
Look around in the alder thicket here. You might find a circle
of shells, some interestingly arranged feathers, a swirl of
leaves, and other signs that the KinderSkog kids have been
here creating nature art.
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Sandy Beach and Ravens Roost Trail
9. Transitions by Christina Sargent
Mandala inspired by the fall colors and the changing of the seasons.
10. Seuss’s Whimsy by Hillary Hunter
Wrapped in lichen this tree turns into a creation that would be right at home in a Seuss book.
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11. Woven by Pia O'Riley
Driftwood, rock, and moss woven into a natural sculpture. Get close up and look inside to appreciate all the elements.
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12. Alaska Rainforest Blanket by Karen Dillman and Marilyn Meucci
Piece is a composition of plant, animal and fungal life from the garden, forest and the sea. Colors
range from black to white, highlighting the diversity of color and hue of our natural world.
Community Interactive Art Come by and help build these pieces.
A. Community Mandala

B. Community Nature Weaving

